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Spirit… may you be the spark in our imagination… the energy in our enthusiasm… 
the wonder in our learning… the wisdom in our understanding… May you be the 
inspiration in our believing… and inspire us with love… So be it… Amen

We had a good night on Thursday this week at Thursday Night Out… In amongst all the 
news from our world… we were still able to be together… in community… still prepared to 
laugh… still believe the greater gift and the greater response to fear… is to be in 
community… and not lose those things that keep us close… 

Call my Bluff isn’t exactly going to change the balance of power in the world… At least I 
don’t think it will… I remember watching the programme regularly… which I haven’t 
admitted to anyone before… and I used to watch it with Robert Robertson… and that piece 
of hair he used to stretch across his head… Never the most effervescent of chairmen… 
but it was quite addictive viewing… 

Our own version offered more charismatic characters from our congregation offering such 
words as Gongoozler… any idea that meaning of that word?… This is someone who 
spectates without taking part… like standing on the esplanade in Gourock watching the 
boats go by… or a sermon perhaps… Or Aeolist… a pompous and windy bore who 
pretends to have inspiration… Yes… and as you are all thinking… again a bit like a 
sermon… 

We were introduced to some new words too… such as spinnish… what a spin doctor talks 
when trying to convince us of a particular angle on something… or a Legsie… Ideas…? 
Like a selfie… but the taking of a photo of your legs that show off your suntan while on 
holiday… 

Half the time our teams got it right… and half the time their bluff was called… 

One word we didn’t use… but was in reserve… was wopsided… which simply means all to 
the side… Gourock is Wopsided… all to one side… which you would have noticed if you 
were there gongoozling… 
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It’s not a word you hear in the Bible… Ancient Hebrew hadn’t yet picked these more 
urbane words… but it is a word whose meaning you find on every page… none more so 
than in our particular story today in this vivid and gory episode of God and Abram… 
establishing a covenant…

As we’ve said… the event describes how a contract was struck where leaders would walk 
between these sliced up animals with the curse… such will become of you if you do’t keep 
your end of the deal…  

Now the Bible… is not the place you’d have imagined that such deals were done… But 
this is what was going on in the world round about Abram… how people negotiated… and 
found ways of trusting each other… 

Today we have such things as the Kyoto Protocol… Maastricht Treaty… the Treaty of 
Rome… all which in many ways… seem to be less binding or effective than this original 
version of establishing treaty arrangements… but it mounts to the same thing… 

But the Bible…? And not only the Bible but God… doing exactly the same deal making 
with Abram… seems less glorious… Right when Abram is at his lowest… God creates a 
binding covenant… but Abram hardly trusts it… can’t see… as he reaches old age… how 
on earth this promise from God… will ever happen… 

But there is one huge difference when God cuts a deal with you…  

It is as they say… Wopsided… If we were to describe this in Call My Bluff speak… we’d 
say Abram was gongoozling… idly focussing on his future… and doing nothing much 
about it… Then God strikes this deal… in which Abram does not a thing… while God does 
everything… It’s not Abram AND God who walk between the animals… it is only God… 

There aren’t two sides to this deal… on this covenant… there is only God… and it depend 
entirely on God keeping the deal… Abram is on the sidelines watching… 
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And if the significance of that hasn’t sunk in just yet… it means there is absolutely nothing 
Abraham or any off-spring of Abraham could do to break this covenant… It’s completely on 
God’s terms… and God is the only one who is expected to keep their side of this bargain… 

And that’s huge… and it is the nature of all seven of the covenants we find in the Old 
Testament… They are all wopsided… None of them depend on us keeping our side of the 
bargain… The ball is always in God’s court… 

The covenant is unbreakable… 

And that hopefully isn’t just a nice thing to believe… but is perhaps a defining hope in this 
era of fear and terrorism… It is imperative for us to trust… so that we may live our lives 
fully… that no matter what happens… no matter how off the rails humanity finds itself… or 
how lost we become… or confused or fearful we are… nothing will break the covenant 
love has with humanity… 

The essential hope we are nurtured by… the deep down justice we still base our 
relationships on… the idea of peace we pursue… the promise of grace we trust… still 
stands… and nothing will break it… for it is not ours to break… It is God’s… 

It might be hard to find at times… and we might struggle with it at the moment… we might 
turn our backs on it and pursue conflict and retaliation… but the covenant does not 
become null-and-void… It still stands… It is unbreakable… and that is our hope right 
now… that love still works to redeem… and justice still works to renew… and peace still 
works to find a place in our living… The promise is still there… redeeming and renewing 
and shaping the best of our humanity towards each other… 

For Abram it seemed an empty promise… He was getting older… he had no off-spring… 
He’s becoming a perpetual pessimist… On Thursday night we discovered we’d call that 
person a smellfungus… That’s Abram… 

But it is right then God… takes him outside… and asks him to do some star gazing… “Go 
on Abram… You’re eyesight hasn’t dimmed so much you can’t see the stars… Take a 
look… and when you can’t sleep tonight… start counting them… See how far you get… 
bet you fall asleep before you can name half a dozen”… 
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And Abram realises… this covenant isn’t just about him… this promise isn’t about things 
being fulfilled now… This is going to take generations… and then he get’s the point of a 
covenant… a God-sided covenant… 

Everything he does now… is for the generations to come… All of his life… all the events 
still to come… and we’ve seen some of them over the last few weeks… all that happens 
from this moment on… will have less to do with him… and have everything to do with the 
future… 

God-sided covenants… are not about individuals… but whole generations… not about 
now… but the future… 

And within this unbreakable covenant… we find ourselves… It is completely one sided… 
God loves us… and that love will always come our way… regardless of what we give 
back… 

So despite Paris and Brussels… Mali, Beruit and Egypt… we still live within the 
covenant… Love still works to redeem… and that hope still flows in our faith… and that 
justice still works to renew… and that peace still works to seek a place in our relationships 
with each other… 

And these are Christian motifs… Jewish motifs… Muslim motifs… It is the one covenant… 
and we all live within it… It is unbreakable… 

May we of this faith… and our cousins of other faiths… still trust its fulfilling… despite 
some doing everything they can to break it… They cannot… This is no game of call my 
bluff… The wopsided Abramic covenant cannot be broken… Tonight go count the stars… 
and believe… we live within their promise… 
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